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Marimba ViaductLorikeet Papillon

LLM
“A lorikeet is a small to medium-sized parrot with a brightly colored plumage.”

“A marimba is a large wooden percussion instrument that looks like a xylophone.”

“A viaduct is a bridge composed of several spans supported by piers or pillars.”

“A Papillon is a small, spaniel-type dog with a long, silky coat and fringed ears”

Marimba ViaductLorikeet Papillon

“A lorikeet is a small to medium-sized parrot with a brightly colored plumage.”

“A marimba is a large wooden percussion instrument that looks like a xylophone.”

“A viaduct is a bridge composed of several spans supported by piers or pillars.”

“A papillon is a small, spaniel-type dog with a long, silky coat and fringed ears.”

“What does a 
{lorikeet, marimba, 
viaduct, papillon} 
look like?”

LLM-prompts: Image-prompts:

A�lorikeet�is�a�small�to�medium-
sized�parrot�with�a�brightly�
colored�plumage.�
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Classify this dog!



A�photo�of�a�saluki A�photo�of�a�vizsla A�photo�of�a�Ibizan�hound

Classify this dog!



The�easiest�way�to�
identify�a�Saluki�is�by�its�
iconic�long,�silky�ears.

A�Vizsla�is�a�short-
haired,�red-brown�
hunting�dog.

The�Ibizan�Hound�is�a�
slender,�elegant�dog�with�
large,�bat-like�ears.
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Radford, Alec, et al. "Learning transferable visual models from natural language 
supervision." International conference on machine learning. PMLR, 2021.



“A spatula is a flat, rectangular 
kitchen utensil with a long 

handle”

“A photo of a spatula”

Standard Zero-shot Customized Prompts via Language models (CuPL)

“What does a 
platypus look like?”


“A platypus looks like a 
beaver with a duck's bill”

“A photo of a goldfish”

“A photo of a platypus”

“Goldfish are small, orange 
fish with shiny scales”

“A platypus looks like a beaver 
with a duck's bill”
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1. No specific visual 
information 

2. Many hand-written 
prompts 

3. Contain information 
about data distribution

Drawbacks



The�easiest�way�to�
identify�a�Saluki�is�by�its�
iconic�long,�silky�ears.

A�Vizsla�is�a�short-
haired,�red-brown�
hunting�dog.

The�Ibizan�Hound�is�a�
slender,�elegant�dog�with�
large,�bat-like�ears.

1. No specific visual information
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a bad photo of a {}.

a photo of many {}.

a sculpture of a {}.

a photo of the hard to see {}.

a low resolution photo of the {}.

a rendering of a {}.

graffiti of a {}.

a bad photo of the {}.

a cropped photo of the {}.

a tattoo of a {}.

the embroidered {}.

a photo of a hard to see {}.

a bright photo of a {}.

a photo of a clean {}.

a photo of a dirty {}.

a dark photo of the {}.

a drawing of a {}.

a photo of my {}.

the plastic {}.

a photo of the cool {}.

a close-up photo of a {}.

a black and white photo of the {}.

a painting of the {}.

a painting of a {}.


a pixelated photo of the {}.

a sculpture of the {}.

a bright photo of the {}.

a cropped photo of a {}.

a plastic {}.

a photo of the dirty {}.

a jpeg corrupted photo of a {}.

a blurry photo of the {}.

a photo of the {}.

a good photo of the {}.

a rendering of the {}.

a {} in a video game.

a photo of one {}.

a doodle of a {}.

a close-up photo of the {}.

a photo of a {}.

the origami {}.

the {} in a video game.

a sketch of a {}.

a doodle of the {}.

a origami {}.

a low resolution photo of a {}.

the toy {}.

a rendition of the {}.


a photo of the clean {}.

a photo of a large {}.

a rendition of a {}.

a photo of a nice {}.

a photo of a weird {}.

a blurry photo of a {}.

a cartoon {}.

art of a {}.

a sketch of the {}.

a embroidered {}.

a pixelated photo of a {}.

itap of the {}.

a jpeg corrupted photo of the {}.

a good photo of a {}.

a plushie {}.

a photo of the nice {}.

a photo of the small {}.

a photo of the weird {}.

the cartoon {}.

art of the {}.

a drawing of the {}.

a photo of the large {}.

a black and white photo of a {}.

the plushie {}.


2. Many hand-written prompts
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Pirate Ship Triceratops
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Related Directions

Concept Bottleneck Models (CBM) are inherently interpretable models that factor model 
decisions into humanreadable concepts. They allow people to easily understand why a 
model is failing, a critical feature for high-stakes applications. CBMs require manually 
specified concepts and often under-perform their black box counterparts, preventing their 
broad adoption. We address these shortcomings and are first to show how to construct 
high-performance CBMs without manual specification of similar accuracy to black box 
models. Our approach, Language Guided Bottlenecks (LaBo), leverages a language 
model, GPT-3, to define a large space of possible bottlenecks. Given a problem domain, 
LaBo uses GPT-3 to produce factual sentences about categories to form candidate 
concepts. LaBo efficiently searches possible bottlenecks through a novel submodular 
utility that promotes the selection of discriminative and diverse information. Ultimately, 
GPT-3’s sentential concepts can be aligned to images using CLIP, to form a bottleneck 
layer. Experiments demonstrate that LaBo is a highly effective prior for concepts 
important to visual recognition. In the evaluation with 11 diverse datasets, LaBo 
bottlenecks excel at few-shot classification: they are 11.7% more accurate than black box 
linear probes at 1 shot and comparable with more data. Overall, LaBo demonstrates that 
inherently interpretable models can be widely applied at similar, or better, performance 
than black box approaches.

Yang, Yue, et al. "Language in a bottle: Language model guided concept 
bottlenecks for interpretable image classification." Proceedings of the IEEE/

CVF Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition. 2023.
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Concept Bottleneck Models (CBM) are inherently interpretable 

models that factor model decisions into humanreadable 

concepts. They allow people to easily understand why a model 

is failing, a critical feature for high-stakes applications. CBMs 

require manually specified concepts and often under-perform 

their black box counterparts, preventing their broad adoption. 

We address these shortcomings and are first to show how to 

construct high-performance CBMs without manual specification 

of similar accuracy to black box models. Our approach, 

Language Guided Bottlenecks (LaBo), leverages a language 

model, GPT-3, to define a large space of possible bottlenecks. 

Given a problem domain, LaBo uses GPT-3 to produce factual 
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